Home is where bread is
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General Overview
Bread is human history’s basic, thousand-year old ‘ingredient’: a food linked with man’s
sustenance, survival and religious worshiping but also with less or more sophisticated
culinary practices of all sorts. Survival practices, habits and preferences in taste have very
much changed over the centuries. But bread hasn’t. It has remained, and still is, integral to
our diet: a food that has lasted beyond any racial, religious, geographic, social or political
differences. Just like everything else, it has also adapted, and continues to do so until
today, to scientific and technological developments, dietary trends as well as the
peculiarities and preferences of different times and places.
Bread means conviviality, tradition and heritage. It’s a part of our identity. Bread is
fashionable. Everyone has a memory with his grandparents, when their grandmother
brought slices of bread for a snack.
Bread is everywhere in our civilizations and bread and wheat are the DNA of European
civilization. We find it everywhere and all the time, whether to spread pâté, or jam. Its
multiple uses are a testimony to the fact that this foodstuff evolved differently among the
European countries.

Activity One - Bread and traditions
Activity overview
Home is where the bread is. Just think of childhood memories and you’ll realize that very
few things in the world evoke home as much as the smell of freshly baked bread.
The smell soft and warm smell of the French baguette has little in common with the strong
and dry odour of Norwegian Fjellbrød, or the herbal, salty Italian Focaccia. The memories
associated with German Bretzel differ substantially from those of Hungarian Zsemle or
Bulgarian Pitka. All types of bread they may be, but each evokes different experiences and
recollections – and each is the result of a specific savoir-faire integrating centuries of
tradition and culture. This diversity is precisely what makes Europe so rich and beautiful.
The activity aims at making students more aware of the importance of bread and its
history.
The activity has been designed for VET students of the HORECA sector: the activities can
be carried out during the “General Culture” subject, or cookery lessons.
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Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Duration: 2 hours
Description: The whole class is divided into small heterogeneous groups (five/six
students).
Each group researches the history of bread in their own country: typical bread, how and
when it started to be used, which are the traditions, etc.
The result of the research can be a poster, a video, a photo collage, a PowerPoint
presentation.
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
●

To increase a positive attitude and also a curiosity about the world.

● To know the socioeconomic dimensions of a country; to involve critical thinking
and understanding
● To improve students’ knowledge of reading and understanding of information

Key competencies:
●

Cultural awareness and expression
● Citizenship competence
● Literacy

Resources
Technical Resources/Equipment: Laptop and internet connection.
Books from a library (of the school or of the town).
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Human resources: A Baker can be invited to the first part of the exercise: he can give
detailed information

Online Resources:
Bread in Europe and all over the world
● https://europeisnotdead.com/european-breads/
● https://www.bhf.org.uk/informationsupport/heart-matters-magazine/nutrition/cooking
-skills/dough/a-to-z-of-breads
● http://www.thefreshloaf.com/ the website is a huge repository of materials on bread.
It can be a bit confusing and the layout is not the best but it is a great source of
information
● https://sourdough.com/ web forum and community for sourdough bakers of all skill
levels. The site also maintains a database of some artisan bakeries and bakery jobs
from around the world
● https://breadtopia.com/ bread making blog and a collection of bread making tutorials
in both video and text
● http://paindemartin.se/ The most popular bread making blog from Sweden
documents Martin Johansson’s experiments as he bakes and explores bread and
through recipes, gives you the opportunity to learn with him. As a new addition, the
blog now also has a podcast
● http://breadandcompanatico.com/ This friendly and approachable blog documents
the bread making experiments of Barbara Elisi, an Italian scientist living in Sweden.
● https://www.ploetzblog.de/ The best known bread making blog from Germany
● https://brotdoc.com/ read making blog from Germany filled with bread making
formulas and advice.
● http://www.flourandwater.co.uk/ Flour & Water is a book project built in the spirit of
the internet: chapters are published straight to the web site and then edited based
on feedback from readers.

The history of Bread
● https://ich.unesco.org/en/lists
● https://www.fournosveneti.gr/en/the-company/the-history-of-bread?jjj=15628482813
85
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Stage 2
Duration: 1 hour
Description: The students share the research with the other teams and talk about it.
Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
●

To increase students’ abilities to communicate in different environments,
collaborate in a team and negotiate.

Key competencies:
●

Personal, social and learning to learn competence

Resources:
Laptop, blackboard or flipchart

Stage 3

Duration: 1 hour
Description: Each student prepares its own sandwich, helping the other members of the
group.
Prepare a sandwich following the traditions of the local area or the students’ families. The
group can also make bread, providing there is a laboratory with an oven. They can adapt
recipes of their own area.
Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
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●

To increase the ability to work collaboratively, in order to plan and manage
projects. To improve problem-solving skills.

Key competencies:
●

Entrepreneurship competence

Resources:
If it is possible, involve a cooking teacher.
Kitchen and ingredients

Stage 4
Duration: 1 hour
Description: Each group takes a photo of each sandwich, prints it and makes a collage
with the classmates.
The products are eaten and offered to the class.
Difficulty level: Intermediate
Objectives:
●

To increase student’s understanding of how digital technologies can
support communication, creativity and innovation.

Key competencies:
●

Digital competence

Resources:
Laptop, camera/video camera, printer, sheet or dashboard.
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Stage 5
Duration: 1 hour
Description: The students share the photos with the other teams and share with the
classmates the ingredients, the procedures and the possible combination with a beverage.
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
●

To increase students’ abilities to communicate in different environments,
collaborate in a team and negotiate.

Key competencies:
●

Personal, social and learning to learn competence

Resources:
Laptop, blackboard or flipchart.
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Activity Two - Bread and health
Activity overview
Bread is an important foodstuff in everyday life. A healthy, balanced diet is the foundation
of good health, and bread is part of a healthy lifestyle, but the consumption of bread has
been declining across the EU in recent years.
Bread contributes to healthy eating habits. Apart from its affordable aspect, the foodstuff
has a healthy nutritional content like minerals, vitamins and fibres that is a benefit for both
children and adults. Bread does not contain sugar and fat, but complex carbohydrates. In a
healthy, balanced diet, carbohydrates should make up around 60 percent of the total
energy intake.
Some global population trends might influence bread consumption, such as the younger
consumers who on a daily basis eat less bread.
The activity is designed to help students to understand the benefits of a balanced diet.
The activity has been designed for VET students of the HORECA sector: the activities can
be carried out during the “General Culture” subject, or cookery.
Descriptive activity sheet
Stage 1
Duration: 2 hours
Description: The whole class is divided into small heterogeneous groups (five/six
students).
Each group makes a research on bread and its benefits for our health. The topics should
be:
Old/new type of bread
Healthier bread
- Different types of bread (ezekiel bread, sourdough bread, home-made,
unprocessed)
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
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●

To increase a positive attitude of critical appreciation and curiosity, for
ethical issues and support for both safety and environmental sustainability, in
particular as regards scientific and technological progress in relation to
oneself, family, community, and global issues..

Key competencies:
●

Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology,
engineering.

Resources
Laptop and internet connection.

Online Resources:
Bread and health →
https://www.bread-initiative.eu/about-bread/bread-and-health/https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=EGbNI26PPYg
The 7 healthiest types of bread → https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/healthiest-bread
Bread is bad? → https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/is-bread-bad-for-you
Bread and economy → https://www.bread-initiative.eu/about-bread/bread-and-economy/
A story of bread and new economy →
https://valleyadvocate.com/2010/12/02/food-a-bread-economy/
Some of the links for the previous activity can be useful also for Activity n. 2

Stage 2
Duration: 2 hours
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Description: Prepare a video campaign explaining why it is important to eat bread and why
especially younger consumers should not stop eating it.
The video campaign is targeted at teenagers: the teacher will suggest simple tools for
video editing.
The video can be shot with the mobile phones and edited with free software such as
wondershare Filmora[1] or others.

[1] https://filmora.wondershare.com/

Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
●

To increase the ability to work collaboratively, in order to plan and manage
projects. To improve problem-solving skills.

● To increase student’s understanding of how digital technologies can support
communication, creativity and innovation.

Key competencies:
●

Entrepreneurship competence

● Digital competence

Resources:
Laptop, camera/video camera/mobile phone.

Stage 3
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Duration: 1 hour
Description: If it is possible, send the videos to the Minister of Health of your country [or
local councillor], explaining to him/her the activity you did with classmates and the aim of it.
Difficulty level: Basic
Objectives:
●

To increase students’ abilities to engage effectively with others in common or
public interest, including the sustainable development of society.

● To acquire the skills to communicate both orally and in writing in a variety of
situations and to monitor and adapt the communication to the requirements
of the situation. Search for, collect and process information, use aids, and to
formulate and express one’s oral and written arguments in a convincing way
appropriate to the context.

Key competencies:
●

Citizenship competence

● Literacy Competence

Resources:
Laptop, internet connection.
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